
Turkey's maritime landscape is currently abuzz

as the prestigious MarineLINE® Cargo Tank

Coating System asserts its prominent presence

in the market. With an impressive track record

and a reputation that precedes it, this cutting-

edge coating system has achieved a

remarkable feat by successfully clinching four

new agreements for re-lining chemical tankers

in ten days. This underscores the coating

system's exceptional performance and

highlights its burgeoning popularity within the

region's maritime sector.

MarineLINE® Coating System Making Waves in Turkey: 

Securing 4 New Recoating Contracts in 10 Days

Overview

As a testament to its unparalleled efficacy, the

MarineLINE® Coating System has firmly

positioned itself as a dominant force within

Turkey's maritime industry. With its advanced

technological capabilities and a proven history

of delivering outstanding results, the coating

system's ascendancy is palpable. Amidst this

backdrop, the recent series of successful deals

has further solidified its position, propelling it

into the spotlight as the go-to choice for

chemical tanker recoating endeavors.
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Charm Shipping, also recognized as

Okanogulllari Shipping has embarked on an

ambitious journey to augment the capabilities of

its maritime fleet. Their endeavor focuses on

the M/T Bomar Vesta (IMO: 9489560), a 2008-

built, 6,221 deadweight ton (DWT) vessel. This

vessel, a significant asset to their operations, is

poised to undergo a transformative process –

the recoating process.

At the heart of this transformation lies the

cutting-edge technology of MarineLINE®. This

system promises a range of unparalleled

advantages, reinforcing the vessel's resilience

and utility. MarineLINE® brings to the table

superior chemical resistance, thereby

safeguarding the vessel's structural integrity in

the face of demanding cargo conditions. The

system's unique attributes include unrestricted

compatibility with diverse cargo types,

streamlining operations, and enhancing

versatility. 

The promise of simplified cleaning procedures

further amplifies efficiency, while MarineLINE®'s

durability and resilience extend the vessel's

service life. This system also ensures the safe

carriage of methanol, underscoring its

adaptability to a wide array of cargo types.

Charm Shipping

Founded in May 2009, Ares Shipping is a

prominent and esteemed entity within the

chemical tanker industry. The individuals behind

its inception, namely Kemal Avci, have

masterfully steered the company toward

success. At the center of their strategic

initiatives is the vessel M/T Imera (IMO:

9458066), an embodiment of modern

engineering prowess, constructed in 2011 to

accommodate a capacity of 14,391 DWT.

The decision to undergo the recoating process

with MarineLINE® is a testament to Ares

Shipping's unwavering commitment to

maritime standards and innovative practices.

The parallel between their dedication and

MarineLINE®'s capabilities is striking, aligning

perfectly to bolster vessel performance. 

This strategic decision is a tangible reflection of

Ares Shipping's unrelenting pursuit of

excellence in ship management and operations.

Ares Shipping
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Marinpet Shipping

Borealis Shipping positions itself for a

transformative phase as it transitions from zinc

silicate coating to the MarineLINE® Coating

System. The vessel M/T Bomar Quest (IMO:

9272735) is at the heart of this transition; a 2003-

built, 8,509 DWT vessel is on the cusp of a

significant transformation that underscores

Borealis Shipping's commitment to innovation

and operational enhancement.

Due to prior successes, Borealis Shipping's

decision to reline its vessels with MarineLINE®

carries weight. Their vessels, Bomar Mars (6,200

DWT) and Bomar Ceres (6,100 DWT), already

coated with MarineLINE®, have showcased the

system's efficacy in vessel performance

improvement. 

This transition reinforces the system's proven

ability to elevate vessel capabilities and

underscores Borealis Shipping's confidence in

MarineLINE®'s potential to redefine operational

standards.

Borealis Shipping

With a legacy tracing back to its establishment

in 1996 by Alaattin Durmaz, and currently under

management by Can Durmaz, Marinpet Petrol

Denizcilik has remained an influential and

pioneering force in tanker management. The

vessel M/T AC-D (IMO: 9428437), a 2008

construction with a deadweight tonnage (DWT)

of 8,000, is undergoing repair and recoating.

Marinpet's hallmark lies in its diversified and

skilled management team, a critical asset

contributing to its niche status in the

international market. Their regional focus and

comprehensive knowledge of key maritime

areas reinforce this niche player status. 

Their decision to opt for the MarineLINE®

Coating System underscores their unrelenting

pursuit of excellence. This pursuit is propelled

by the remarkable attributes of the coating

system, which aligns seamlessly with

Marinpet's commitment to elevated standards

and operational efficacy.

Marinpet Shipping
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Conclusion
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The swift succession of these four recoating

deals not only celebrates the present

achievements of the MarineLINE® Cargo Tank

Coating System but also offers a glimpse into the

future of maritime operations within Turkey. As

this advanced technology continues to redefine

industry standards and elevate vessel

performance, it is poised to leave an indelible

mark on the country's maritime landscape. 

With a trajectory marked by success,

MarineLINE®'s journey in Turkey is one that

promises continued innovation and

transformative change within the maritime sector.

The catalyst behind MarineLINE®'s swift

success lies in its exceptional performance

attributes. From superior chemical resistance

to unrestricted cargo compatibility, from

streamlined cleaning procedures to an

extended service life, the benefits of the

coating system are unparalleled. Moreover, the

system's capability to safely transport methanol

adds another layer of versatility, making it an

indispensable choice for chemical tanker

operators.

Furthermore, the coating system's growing

popularity within the region speaks volumes

about its efficacy. With each new contract,

MarineLINE® strengthens its foothold,

cementing its reputation as the coating system

of choice among Turkey's maritime players.


